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From the

President’s Desk…

I

’m feeling the wind in the sails of Metropolitan National Bank.

Yes, the national economy is still soft, and there’s still a major question about the length of time this recovery will take, but Metropolitan
National Bank continues to do very well. I’m quite satisfied with the
Mark R. DeFazio
President and CEO

Bank’s performance for the first six months of the year, notwithstanding some extraordinary expenses associated with reaching the
regulatory equilibrium I will address in this letter. We maintained
satisfactory profitability, our asset quality continues to hold, and I’m

We recently completed our regulatory safety and soundness exam
and were told by the regulators that they are ‘satisfied with all areas
of the Bank’. So we think we’re on track to regulatory equilibrium,
which adds to that wind in our sails that we’ve been looking for.
The extraordinary expenses associated with getting to this point
are, I hope, behind us. The money spent on legal and consulting
fees will become embedded in the Bank’s income, which will help
us grow our business.
(continued on page 2)

very excited about the second half of the year.
We’ve laid the groundwork to see a significant increase in loan
originations, particularly in corporate lending, and I expect to see
an increase in commercial real estate activity as well.
We’ve aligned ourselves with some major money center banks to
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From the

President’s Desk…
(continued from page 1)
Progress in Prepaid

Strategic Hires

My big news is the two agreements we recently executed with two

Our new Chief Credit Risk Officer, Karen Rojeski, is settled in and

companies in the financial services industry to leverage our CashZone

already making a positive impact on the Bank. She’s improved our

experience. Al Botta, Senior Vice President (of Card Services) at the Bank

credit risk management policies and procedures and has made

and CashZone, and Jonathan Sommer, Vice President and Director

many positive enhancements to our institution that will benefit the

of Card Services, speak to the details of those deals beginning on

company long-term.

page 8. I’m excited to be getting them online in 2012
and seeing significant growth in 2013 in this area.
In addition, CashZone is in talks with a number of
other companies with which we can collaborate and

“We maintained satisfactory profitability,
our asset quality continues to hold,
and I’m very excited about the second
half of the year.”

to which we can provide our prepaid card expertise.
The fact that, as a bank, Metropolitan National Bank can issue the cards

Finally, I’m excited to announce, or, really, pre-announce, the addition

and that CashZone, as an experienced program manager, can manage

of a Chief Operations Officer. This seasoned banking professional has

the card programs for third parties throughout the country is a strategic

accepted the job but won’t come on board until after this newslet-

advantage that we are thrilled to be in a position to leverage, given the

ter’s publication, so we’ll talk more about her in the next issue. But

people, processes and infrastructure we have in place.

we feel this is a strategic move that will free me up from running the

“Our retail branches are holding their
own in a very competitive market,
so we’re pleased with that as well.”

day-to-day operations of the Bank and allow me to focus primarily on
building the business of the Bank.
All these factors combined – regulatory equilibrium, retail success,
CashZone growth, strategic hires, strong banking fundamentals –
give me the feeling that the wind really is in the sails of Metropolitan
National Bank today. I appreciate your commitment to the organization and am proud to be captain of this vessel.
I look forward to seeing all of you at our shareholder meeting on
July 31, 2012.
Mark R. DeFazio
President and CEO
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Combat ‘Too Big to Fail’

by Sticking to Community Banking

C

ommunity banking is making a comeback, says Metropolitan

Michael Lowengrub
Chief Financial Officer

Success at CashZone

National Bank’s Michael Lowengrub. That sort of thinking might go

The past year’s work in the prepaid debit card business at the Bank’s

without saying for Michael, given his position as Executive Vice Presi-

wholly-owned subsidiary, CashZone, is also beginning to bear

dent and CFO, but it’s not just him banging the drum for his employer.

significant “fruit”. “We’ve signed several agreements with third parties,

“The fastest way to fight this idea of ‘too big to fail,’ is if consumers do

partnering with them to issue cards on their behalf or to manage their

more banking at community banks, taking advantage of the services

prepaid card programs,” Michael says. “This will really put CashZone on

community banks offer,” Michael explains. “I think they’d be pleasantly

the map in the prepaid sector in a big way, adding value to the franchise

surprised to be viewed as individuals, to be a valued part of what

and ultimately boosting the bottom line at CashZone and the Bank.”

community banking is all about. It’s a very different experience than

Increasing competition is also becoming a factor at CashZone as

being just an account number at one of the ‘too big to fail’ institutions.”

well. “We’re seeing a lot more players enter this arena as the prepaid

Still, those bigger banks are challenging institutions like Metropolitan

debit card space continues to be viewed as a key growth area within

National Bank by creating pricing competition that, as Michael says,

the industry.”

“makes no sense to us.”

Not surprisingly, that increased competition has attracted the attention of regulators. The newly formed Consumer Financial Protection

“The fastest way to fight this idea of
‘too big to fail,’ is for consumers to take
advantage of the services community
banks offer.”
He explains, “the Bank had a good first half of the year, focusing on
generating good quality loans, good quality earning assets, but there
has been more competition, particularly from the bigger banks. They
tend to generate volume for volume’s sake, regardless of profitability.
We want to do business that makes sense for the borrower, for the
Bank, and for our shareholders.”
The Bank generated new business this year on the commercial
and industrial sides as well as on the commercial real estate side
of the business.

Bureau (CFPB) is currently rewriting old rules and instituting new rules
related to prepaid cards. Michael says it’s not a big concern to the
Bank or CashZone. “We’ve operated this business under the auspices
of a national bank, in accordance with bank regulations since day one;
we’re of that mindset. We’re used to working in a highly regulated
environment. Anything the CFPB requires, we can accommodate
without any undue burden.”
Poised for Growth
Getting to what President and CEO Mark DeFazio calls the “next level”
for the Bank, Michael says, is a “function of creating a sound infrastructure, the foundation so to speak, to support a much larger institution.”
“We’ve weathered the worst of the financial crisis fairly well and we
look forward to better days ahead. We have a strong capital base,
we have money to lend, and we’re actively pursuing good lending
opportunities. We have a strong and growing retail network that has

“In other parts of the country, commercial real estate might still be

generated a substantial volume of low-cost core deposits which has

problematic, but, fortunately, we really aren’t seeing that in the New

enabled us to significantly reduce our use of wholesale funding. We

York area,” Michael says. “We are seeing signs of improvement in

appear to be reaching a reasonable level of regulatory equilibrium,

borrowers’ cash flows and some lessening of economic stress on

and CashZone is on the cusp of making some real noise in the prepaid

some borrowers. These are all good signs.”

card sector. We believe the institution is becoming very well-positioned to grow materially over the next several years.”
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Compliance Returns to Past Concerns,

A Good Sign

G

rowth in the compliance area of banks is often a result of

increased regulation, but Metropolitan National Bank’s Compliance

Money Laundering Act and Bank Security Act types of activities. “For a

Department is preparing for growth as CashZone expands its role

long time, because of the challenges in our economy, regulators were

as a program manager and that of the Bank as a card provider for

looking at what was going on with mortgages, mostly with residential

third parties.

mortgages, which didn’t affect us since we’re really not in the residen-

“We’ve hired an analyst to work with our new anti-money laundering
Pat Ericsson
Vice President
and Director
Compliance

tial mortgage business.”

software,” says Pat Ericsson, Vice President and Director of Compliance.

Pat says that her department looks closely at how money is loaded

“But we’ll need additional help down the road as these new, third-party

onto the cards and says that 99 percent of the time the money is

prepaid debit card programs come on board.”
A large part of the department’s work is
addressing the alerts the anti-money laundering software generates daily. “We set up
certain rules for the software to run against
our customer and card databases, and if

“Things are quieting down after the
economic crisis we went through, and
with this calm, everyone’s getting back
to the basics of banking.”

anything falls out of our parameters, we
receive an alert. We then question the relationship officer or the
Card Department to see if there’s a reasonable explanation for it.”
While the OCC is still the Bank’s primary regulator, the newly created
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) also has influence over
the Bank and CashZone. The CFPB is currently soliciting input from
financial institutions and the public about prepaid debit cards.
“It’s important that the Bank, and associations like the one we’re a part
of, the National Branded Prepaid Card Association, respond to the CFPB’s
request. There is somewhat of a misconception about prepaid, that it’s
an easy vehicle for money laundering and terrorist financing,” Pat says.

“I feel good about where the Bank’s going,
and I’m excited about the new products
we’re considering.”

l
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coming from customers’ payroll checks. “If we see a large number of
cash loads, or that significant money is being spent overseas, we reach
out to get more information, and we take the steps necessary if we
feel the card is being misused.”
The years spent getting through the recent economic crisis, Pat says,
has made the Bank stronger and the banking industry better. “Things
are quieting down after the economic crisis we went through, and,
with this calm, everybody’s getting back to the basics of banking.”
Community banks have also benefited from some of the turmoil in
the industry. “People like the relationship-driven banks. Sometimes
they get drawn into a big bank for perceived better rates, but they
come back to where the relationship officer really knows them and
understands their business.”
Pat concludes, “I feel good about where the Bank’s going, and I’m
excited about the new products we’re considering.”

l
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Banking in Boro Park:

No Cookie-Cutting Here

H

e’s been at Metropolitan National Bank only since May,

but Bill Mehnert, Vice President and Banking Center Manager in

floor, making calls and sending out mailers, introducing himself

Boro Park, Brooklyn, understands what differentiates the Bank from

to the clientele. “I don’t care if they have $2 with us or $2 million –

the general banking industry and what it takes to weave the Bank

everybody here gets treated well.”

into the community fabric of Boro Park.

Bill Mehnert
Vice President and
Banking Center
Manager

In his short time at the Bank, Bill has been busy walking the banking

Although Boro Park’s customers use the conveniences of online

“My job is really simple. We’re here to understand our clients’

banking and other banking technology, the banking center tends to

financial objectives, help them meet those objectives, and treat

be the busiest, traffic-wise. “This is a tight-knit community, and we

them as people,” Bill says.

have a real community bank feel. Our clients tend to come in person

He adds, “Metropolitan National Bank is not a big bank with a cookiecutter process. We look at each situation
individually and figure out a way to make it
work – if it makes sense for the client and for
us. With a cookie-cutter process, if you don’t
meet the criteria, it’s an automatic decline.

to do a lot of their banking business.”

“We are here to understand our clients’
financial objectives, help them meet those
objectives and treat them as people.”

That’s not how we operate.”
How the Bank operates is what drew Bill here from another New York
institution, a big one.
“I feel like I’ve found a home here,” he says. “Here I have the autonomy
and empowerment to make a decision that’s good for the client and
good for the Bank, and then see it through.”
He says that at bigger banks, bank managers are becoming “glorified
babysitters,” adding, “Here I can run the branch like it’s my own
business. I can go out and get business, be the face of the Bank in
the community.”

Bill says his job is to “create the best customer experience, to create
a great working environment for employees, and ultimately drive
the branding of the Bank.
“I have to weave the Bank into the fabric of the community by being
front-and-center in community activities. I want to be the community bank in Boro Park.”
An important tactic Bill is using to achieve this objective is to get
involved in area chambers of commerce, which he considers a
“great source of business and referrals.”
Bill was a founding member of the Staten Island Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce, is an active member of the Brooklyn (Kings County)

“We have to weave the Bank into the fabric
of the community by being front and
center of community activities. We want
to be the community bank in Boro Park.”

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, and is looking to get involved in
other chambers throughout Brooklyn. And he’s not content with
business generated from Boro Park. “I see New York as mine for the
taking,” he jokes.
The banking industry right now is “ultra-competitive,” Bill says.
“Banks are scrambling, especially big banks. There’s a lot of pressure
out there to perform, which is an enormous opportunity for this
Bank. We’re not treating our customers like cattle. We take the time
to get to know our customer, to build that relationship. That’s why
so many want to bank with us.”

l
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Greeting Clients

One at a Time on 46th Street

W

hen he started in banking as a teller more than 20-plus

Robert Fucci
Vice President and
Banking Center
Manager

The challenge, he says, is getting to that personal level with clients.

years ago, Robert Fucci would enthusiastically greet the 200 to 300

He says many people are reluctant and even a little scared of the

customers waiting for the bank’s doors to open at the start of the busi-

Bank’s highly personalized approach to banking. “We have to gain

ness day. Now, the Vice President and Banking Center Manager opens

the trust of the customer and overcome his or her past experiences

the doors at the 46th Street banking center and greets, well, nobody.

with the financial services community.”

“Now when we open the doors, nobody walks in,” Robert laments.

Robert sees his job as a business developer and deposit gatherer

“With direct deposit, automatic dividend reinvestment, online

and spends much of his time connecting with the network of

banking, bill pay, mobile banking… banking is a lot less personal.”

Centers of Influence (COIs) he’s developed in his decades in banking,

But the technological advances made in banking over the past years
are good for customers and for the efficiency of banking, Robert
explains. “Yes, banking is less personal today, but
overcoming that barrier is what Metropolitan
National Bank does so well and is what differentiates us from our competitors. Our personalized
approach helps us get to know our customers and

as well as with a professional networking organization he meets
with weekly in Manhattan.

“Our personalized approach helps us get
to know our customers and cements the
relationship between bank and client.”

cements the relationship between bank and client.”
Robert came to Metropolitan National Bank in February 2012, drawn
to its size and youth and the way it’s managed.

Despite his experience, there’s always something new to learn, Robert
says. “We’re in what’s commonly called Manhattan’s Diamond District,
and so much of our customer base is jewelers and retail and wholesale

“It’s like a new bank, and I feel like one of the founding fathers,” he

diamond dealers. I’m learning this business, which is fun. It’s a very fast-

explains. “What I see happening in the banking industry is that the big

moving industry. We customize our approach to them, and they seem

banks are just getting bigger and more bureaucratic and becoming

to be happy, as they come from bigger banks to bank with us.”

even more impersonal. That creates an opportunity for a bank like ours
to win over relationships.”

Robert adds, “No matter what industries our clients are in, we take
one customer at a time and handle that customer individually, not like

Robert explains that even though people today are ever more

a number. It’s a very personalized approach, which is different from

educated, they still look to bankers for guidance. “At big banks,

where I was before.”

they treat their branches like retail stores, like a Macy’s or Bed Bath
& Beyond. They’ll sell the ‘flavor of the day’ regardless of whether it

He concludes, “I’m so glad to be part of the growth happening here.”

makes sense for the customer or the bank. We’re not going to do that,
because we’re truly relationship-driven. We get to know you, and
when you come to us for guidance, we already know you and your
business and can really help.”

“No matter what industries our clients are
in, we take one customer at a time, handle
them individually, not like a number.”

l
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CashZone – In a Class of its Own,

Leading the Industry

F

lexible, nimble and with experience in every aspect of the

Al Botta
Senior Vice President
Metropolitan
National Bank/
CashZone

Ready to Launch

prepaid card business, Metropolitan National Bank and its wholly

Two big pieces of new business for the Bank and CashZone are the

owned subsidiary, CashZone, have quickly become a leader in the

Titlemax and Futura Card Services agreements recently reached and

prepaid market.

expected to launch in late fall.

“We’re creating new, unique programs,” says Al Botta, Senior Vice

“These are two totally

President at Metropolitan National Bank/CashZone. “We’re not content

different business

to sit back and wait for new business and new ideas to come to us.

lines,” Al explains. “For

We’re out there, leading.”

Titlemax, we are an

Al says that despite other banks entering this market, he’s having

issuer and program

a hard time identifying a true competitor. “Nobody does everything

manager; for Futura,

we do,” he says. “There are large and small companies doing one

we are a program

piece of the puzzle or another, but nobody who’s in the position we

manager.” Jonathan Sommer speaks to both these deals in more

are – a bank that can issue the cards, with an experienced program

depth on page 10.

manager who can design and manage innovative card programs

In other news, CashZone will soon launch a ‘mobile remote deposit’

and who has a true retail footprint as well.

feature for the prepaid card. “It’s an application for smartphones,” Al

He continues, “The big players don’t customize like we do; they don’t

explains. “CashZone customers can take pictures of checks with their

treat one customer or distribution partner any different than the next.

phones and the funds will be deposited onto their cards.”

Everything we do is customized.”

Al adds that he will offer this service to CashZone cardholders

As for the smaller program managers, which Al considers CashZone,

beginning later this summer, and if it goes well from the business,

he adds, “There’s still a lot of business out there, different types of

operational and risk perspectives, he hopes to offer the feature

card programs in different sales verticals – retail, payroll, tax, correc-

nationally through CashZone’s new and growing list of partners.

tions, government. We’re not stepping on each others’ toes yet.”

He’s also looking to expand CashZone’s load network beyond its

“We’re creating new, unique programs,
we’re not content to sit back and wait
for new business and new ideas to
come to us. We’re out there, leading.”

current 50,000 locations. A load network refers to locations where
customers can load additional funds onto their CashZone cards.
“Today we have our 13 CashZone locations here in New York, as well
as Western Union locations nationally. But we’re looking to add two
or three load networks, which will give our customers more than
200,000 locations,” Al explains.
CashZone’s Check-to-Card program, originally launched at PriceRite
stores in New England, is also poised to expand nationally. Checkto-Card enables retailers to load checks directly onto customer’s
prepaid debit cards. “Years ago, people would go to grocery stores to
cash their checks,” Al says. “Retailers don’t do that anymore. We plan
to offer our CashZone card to traditional retailers, like grocery stores,
nationally. We then hope to enable them to offer us their customers’
checks to clear, with the proceeds going directly onto the customers’
CashZone cards.”
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Preparing for Success

Serving as Industry Advocates

Al says there are a number of operational projects under way – with

The Bank and CashZone recently joined the Network Branded Prepaid

more to come – to ramp up the Bank’s and CashZone’s efficiency and

Card Association (NBPCA), which was formed to give the industry an

automation, adding that a recently hired project manager is writing

active say in what goes on regarding government regulation.

specs to update and automate various processes. He continues,
“We’re going through all our systems, ensuring they can talk to each
other and automating what has been done manually up until now.”

“We’re going through all our systems,
ensuring they can talk to each other
and automating what has been done
manually up until now.”
First on that list is CashZone’s tax program. Encouraged by the success
of the Liberty Tax program in 2012, Al says CashZone is signing up

“It’s important for CashZone to be a part of this,” says Al, “and our
Compliance and Legal teams have also taken an active role in the
NBPCA. This organization enables us to offer our opinion and participate in conversations within the industry and with the regulators.
We’re trying to help drive the direction of the industry, as opposed
to just sitting back and letting change happen to us.”
One other change Al is addressing now is the CashZone name, to
shift it from its check-cashing roots to reflect the broader financial
services CashZone now offers. “We need a broader name, now that
we’re offering a broader range of services,” Al says. “We think this will
make it easier for our customers.”

roughly 10 times as many sites for 2013. Earlier this year, CashZone’s
tax program enabled Liberty Tax clients at about 20 area franchised
tax-preparing storefronts to have their tax
refunds loaded directly onto CashZone cards.
The system upgrades should be in place by
the fall, allowing for a couple of months of
testing before going live in January 2013.
“Our goal is to have more than 200 Liberty
Tax storefronts signed up for next tax season,”
Al says. “I’m very confident that will happen.”

“The big players don’t customize like
we do, they don’t treat one customer
or distribution partner any different
than the next one. Everything we do
is customized.”
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Big Advances

in Prepaid Cards

I

t has not yet been a full year since Mark DeFazio and the Bank’s

Board of Directors decided to expand its prepaid debit card business

launch in October. Titlemax, based in Savannah, Georgia, has about

beyond its 13 CashZone stores, but a lot has changed in that time.

800 storefronts throughout the country where they make loans to

The Card Products division came out from under the IT department
and is now part of CashZone; Al Botta, with his many
years of prepaid card experience, was brought on
Jonathan Sommer
Vice President
Card Services

Jonathan said he expects a recently signed deal with Titlemax to

board last August to grow the business; and just this
past quarter, two big contracts have been signed for
CashZone and Metropolitan National Bank to issue
cards and manage card programs.

“Titlemax will distribute the cards at its
many locations with the expectation
that customers will put the proceeds
of their loan on the card.”

As Jonathan Sommer, Vice President and Director
of Card Products, explains, “Other financial institutions and card
programs used to ask us to issue cards or run their programs, given
our unique position and experience as both an issuer and program
manager, but we weren’t interested. It wasn’t a focus then.”
That all changed about nine months ago, when it was decided that
the enviable position the Bank holds in the prepaid card business –
one of the fastest growing segments in the financial services industry
– could be leveraged.

“We have a robust pipeline of
great opportunities.”
“Now Al is out there letting people know we’re interested in talking,”
Jonathan says. “We get a lot of calls. Some ideas are good, some
not so good or just not ready yet. But we have a robust pipeline of
great opportunities.”

individuals, using car titles as collateral.

According to the agreement, Metropolitan National Bank will issue
the card, which will be branded as a Titlemax prepaid debit card, and
CashZone will manage the program. This most closely resembles how
the CashZone card works – the Bank issues the card, which is branded
a CashZone prepaid Visa card, and CashZone manages the program.
“Titlemax will distribute the cards at its many locations with the
expectation that customers will put the proceeds of their loan on the
card,” Sommer explains. “The Bank earns revenue as the card issuer,
every time the card is used for a purchase, payment or withdrawal and
as program manager, CashZone earns revenue per active card as well
as a revenue share with Titlemax.”
The second big piece of new business is with a company called Futura
Card Services (FCS), based in southern California. FCS, a card manager
with many programs already in place,was looking for a new bank to
use as an issuer.
“The unique situation here,” Jonathan explains, “is that FCS uses
the MasterCard network, whereas CashZone currently uses only Visa.
To accommodate this program and the anticipated growth in this
line of business, Metropolitan National Bank is now a member of
both Visa and MasterCard, meaning we can issue cards as either
a Visa or a MasterCard.”
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In another area of growth for the CashZone Visa Prepaid Debit Card,

Making the cards ‘sticky’ involves enhancing the features of the

this past tax season they implemented a pilot program with a select

card. “We have rewards programs, savings account options, a web

number of tax preparers. Select tax preparer’s distributed the Cash-

application for smartphones, and a text message menu that’s a great

Zone Visa card to their customers asking to be allowed to have their

convenience for the customer, a real money-saving feature for us, and

tax refunds deposited directly onto a card account. This limited

an anti-fraud protection for both the customer and the Bank.”

program was a huge success.

He continues, “Not all features are direct revenue generators, but they

“Liberty Tax, which has over 4,000 storefronts around the country,

don’t cost much, and the more features, the stickier the card,” Jona-

issues a competing branded tax refund card, depositing the proceeds

than says. “Our goal is to create a great value proposition which in

from taxpayers’ refunds directly onto the card,” explains Jonathan. “We

turn will result in strong customer loyalty and increased card activity.

worked with three franchise owners at Liberty Tax here in the New

We don’t want somebody using the card for just a few weeks and

York tri-state area, which among them have more than 30 locations.

throwing it away.”

They wanted to issue the cards themselves so they could implement
customized customer incentive programs using the cards for loading

“Our goal is to create a great value
proposition which in turn will result
in strong customer loyalty and
increased card activity.”

He adds that the average life of a prepaid debit card is six months; if the
card is used for direct deposit, the average life extends to 14 months.
Overall, Jonathan says that an “educated consumer is our best
customer.” He adds that it’s expensive to educate customers about
the advantages of the CashZone card versus other cards, but that the
better the consumer understands the differences, the better CashZone’s card looks.

these customer funds. An agreement was reached
whereby these owners distributed the CashZone card
and loaded customer incentives directly onto the card
along with their tax refunds. This is a lucrative but
short-lived program as lots of money goes on the cards
in the first quarter but clients only keep the cards until
they’ve spent all their tax refund money.”
The key to long-term success, for both the Liberty Tax
deal and card issuance in general, Jonathan explains, is
to make the cards ‘sticky.’
“We want to convert these people to continue to
use the CashZone cards for the direct deposit of
their paychecks and other uses. We hope they see
the advantage of having their tax refund on the card
and no longer having to deal with checks and check
cashing fees,” Jonathan says.
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Congratulations
Metropolitan National Bank continues to grow.
New Hires
Yvette Carey-Rock
Assistant Vice President, Project Manager, Card Department
Metropolitan National Bank
Mariel Diaz
BSA/AML Investigator, Compliance Department
Metropolitan National Bank
William Mehnert
Vice President, Branch Manager
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Jennifer Romano
Head Teller
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